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Part 1
(It was a sunny day at the Xiaolin temple and the monks were outside when Master Fung called them
into the meditation hall)
All: Yes Master Fung?
Master Fung: To help you further in your fight against evil you will have two new dragons join you.
Omi: When will the boys get here?
Master Fung: The new dragons are girls Omi
Kimiko: Really? What are their names
Dojo: Flannery and Aquanette
Kimiko: You mean Tohomiko. My foster sisters are the next dragons?
Master Fung: Yes they will be the dragons of the sun and moon. They will be here tomorrow. Get their
quarters ready
Kimiko: Yes Master Fung
Raimundo: You never told us you had sisters Kim
Kimiko: Yea I guess I didn't
Clay: What's wrong Kimiko you seem you don't want your sisters to come
Kimiko: Its not that I don't want them to come its just I'm worried about one more than the other
Omi: which one
Kimiko: Aquanette or "Aqua" She's just so out there. She's such a prankster she makes Raimundo look
good.
Raimundo:(gasp)
Kimiko: Yea Well I gotta go get their rooms ready
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(The next day the new dragons arrive. They are twin sisters. Flannery, the dragon of the sun has dark
red hair and dark red eyes. She is wearing a red polo shirt and blue and red flip flops. Aqua, the dragon
of the moon, has dark ice blonde hair and ice blue eyes. She is wearing a light blue t-shirt and capri
pants and light blue flip flops. Master Fung greets them)
Master Fung: Welcome young ones I am Master Fung please come in(He leads them into the temple
grounds and the others are waiting for them)Flannery,Aquanette this is Omi,Clay,Raimundo and you
already know Kimiko
Aqua: Of course we do! Kimi! (picks her up and gives her a bear hug)
Kimiko:(strained) Its nice to see you too Aqua can you put me down now?
Aqua: Oh sorry(puts her down)
Raimundo: Dang thats girl's strong
Omi: Aquanette have you noticed that Flannery has you're face?
Aqua: Of course she does. She's my twin
Flannery: Uh-huh. Kimiko we got you a present (hands her a gift wrapped present)
Kimiko: Cool (unwraps the present and its a fold out keybroad) Thanks guys I've always wanted one of
these.Lets go inside
(They walk inside and Aqua's earring falls out and rolls under the couch)
Aqua: (gasp) My earring!
Clay: I'll get it for ya little lady
Flannery: Don't worry Clay I'll get it(Lifts up couch with one hand) See it Aqua?
Raimundo: Whoa
Aqua: (grabs earring) Yea thanks Flannery (puts earring back in her ear)
Omi: How did you do that?
Flannery: What?(puts the couch back down) Its not that hard to pick up a couch
Raimundo: It is if don't have super strenght
Flannery: Ehh.
Dojo: New shen gong wu! (pulls out scroll and the character is putting his opponent to sleep with a
flashlight like object)
Aqua: What is it
Dojo: Its called the emo gazer it allows the user to put his opponent to sleep
Aqua: Well lets go get it
(They fly to NYC and look for the shen gong wu)
Flannery: So where is it?
Dojo: Its... up there! On that skyscraper!
Clay: No sign of Spicer
Aqua: Who?
Omi: He wants to use the shen gong wu for evil!
Kimiko: Plus he's a total nerd
Aqua: Two reasons to beat him up!(Jack Spicer enter)
Jack: Yea,well...(Before he finishes Flannery pulls out a bow and arrow and shoots it pinning him up
against a wall) Hey! I didn't even finish my evil chant!



Aqua: Evil chants are so dorky! C'mon guys lets go get the wu(Dojo grows bigger and they all climb on)
Jack: Your gonna come back and get me?
Flannery: We would if could but we can't
Jack: Why not?!
Flannery: Because that's an iron lotus arrow your gonna pinned up against the wall for the next 24
hours. Good night Jack Spicer!
Aqua: Don't let the hobos bite! (They fly off and get the shen gong wu and then land back on the ground)
Omi: Why are we not going back to the temple?
Dojo: Because Master Fung wanted to give you guys a little break but only for an hour
All monks except the twins and Omi: Yes!
Aqua: You guys have been in that temple for that long?
Omi: But...But...
Kimiko: C'mon Omi
Clay: Yea its not everyday we get a break
Raimundo: Yea just chill
Omi: Okay I suppose we can take a little break.But only a little one
All: Yes! (They all go off in different directions.Flannery is looking at flyer at a pole)
Flannery: " Young Pianist contest first prize 500 bones" hmm(pulls out cell phone and calls Aqua to tell
her to bring Kimiko to where she is)
(Aqua and Kimiko arrive)
Kimiko: What's so important that we had to come all the way down here?
Flannery: Kimi please do your sisters this great favor and enter this contest. Please your a great piano
player
Kimiko: No
Aqua: Please
Kimiko: No guys
Twins: (give her puppy dog eyes) Please.
Kimiko: Fine!
Aqua: Works everytime
(After they sign Kimiko in the guys come in)
Raimundo: Hey you guys ready to go?
Aqua: It can't be a hour already! We were just about to make some serious cash!
Flannery: Yea
Judge: The last coming to the stage. Kimiko Tohomiko! (Audience claps)
Kimiko: You guys owe me big time!(Walks on the stage and sits down at the piano and starts playing
and singing)
Raimundo: Kimiko's pretty good
Omi: She is more than good she is allsome!
Aqua: (laughs) I think you mean awesome, Omi
Omi: That makes no sense
(After Kimiko gets off stage the audience cheers very loudly)
Aqua: That was great Kim
Judge: And the winner is... Kimiko Tohomiko!
(Kimiko walks on stage and accepts her prize and walks off)
Flannery: Yay! you won kim!(picks her up in a bear hug)
Kimiko:(Drops her prize) Oh! Again with the hug! (Flannery puts her down)
Flannery: So...



Kimiko: Oh yea. (hands the twins 50 dollars each)
Aqua: 50 dollars?!
Kimiko: You weren't the singing your heart on that stage tonight
Aqua: Eh I guess that's fair
Dojo: Time to go home kids! (He grows bigger and they fly back home to the temple and Master Fung is
waiting for them)
Master Fung: Ah young ones did you retrieve the Imo Gazer
Aqua: You mean the flashlight thingy? Oh yeah no prob
Flannery: Yea we won't be hearing from Jack Spicer for the next 24 hours.
Master Fung: Ahh. Good
Clay: Yea Flannery tied up Jack's butt good
Flannery: I try
(Later that night Kimiko and Raimundo are in Kimiko's room talking)
Raimundo: You did good today Kim (kisses her cheek)
Kimiko: Yea I'm use to it. Papa use to make me perform in front of his friends
Raimundo: I know one thing
Kimiko: What?
Raimundo: I can't let Aquanette take my prankster crown
Kimiko: (Giggles) Who knows it just might happen
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